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The action of a complex algebraic group G on an affine variety V is said to be
multiplicity free if each irreducible representation of G occurs at most once in the
w xring C V of regular functions on V. This paper concerns the classical setting
where V is a vector space and G acts linearly on V. The irreducible linear
multiplicity free actions have been classified by V. Kac. The focus here is on
nonirreducible linear multiplicity free actions. We exhibit many such actions which
do not decompose as direct products of irreducible actions. Our main results
provide a classification for all linear multiplicity free actions on a vector space.
Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper concerns the study of linear group actions which yield
multiplicity free decompositions of polynomial spaces. Consider a complex
reductive algebraic group G acting on a finite dimensional complex vector
space V via some regular linear representation r. One obtains an associ-
w xated representation r of G on the space C V of polynomial functions onÄ
V in the usual fashion:
r g p ¨ [ p r gy1 ¨ . 1.1 .  .  . .  .Ä  .
 .r, V is said to be a multiplicity free action when r is a multiplicity freeÄ
representation. That is, each irreducible representation of G appears at
w xmost once in the representation r of G on C V . Note that this conditionÄ
 .  . w xdepends only on the subgroup r G of GL V . Proposition 2.2 in 1 shows
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 .that r, V is a multiplicity free action if and only if the restriction of r to
the identity component in G is multiplicity free. Thus, throughout this
paper, we will consider only connected groups G.
w x  .In 8 , Victor Kac obtained a complete classification up to isomorphism
 .of the irreducible multiplicity free actions r, V . Most of these include a
copy of the scalars C= acting on V. These actions are given in the
following theorem.
 w x.  .THEOREM 1 V. Kac 8 . Let r, V be an irreducible regular representa-
tion of a connected semi-simple complex algebraic group G. The action of
=  .  .C = G on V is multiplicity free if and only if the group r G ; GL V
appears in Table I.
We have used bold faced type in Table I to indicate a subgroup of
 .GL V . The notation indicates the representation r involved. The first
 .  .three entries denote the natural representations of SL n, C , SO n, C and
 . n n 2 n 2  .. 2  ..Sp 2n, C on C , C , and C , respectively. S SL n and L SL n
 2 n..  2 n..denote the images in GL S C and GL L C of the symmetric and
 .  .skew-symmetric squares of the natural representation of SL n . SL n m
 .  .  .SL m denotes the image of the representation of SL n = SL m on
n m  .C m C outer tensor product of the two natural representations and
 .  .  .  .similarly for ``SL n m Sp 2m .'' Spin 7 , Spin 9 denote the image of the
 .  . 8 16spin representations of Spin 7, C , Spin 9, C on C and C , respectively.
 .  . 16Spin 10 indicates the positive spin representation of Spin 10, C on C .
G and E denote actions on C7 and C27, respectively. The conditions on2 6
n and m in Table I are imposed to eliminate redundancies caused by
isomorphisms in low dimensions.
Our goal in this paper is to classify certain multiplicity free actions that
are not irreducible. One can always combine multiplicity free actions via a
 .  .simple direct product construction. Suppose that r , V , r , V are1 1 2 2
multiplicity free actions of groups G , G and form the product action1 2
w xr s r = r of G s G = G on V s V [ V . If C V decomposes as1 2 1 2 1 2 j
w x  j.  . w x w x w xC V s  P under the action of r G then C V s C V m C VÄj a a j j 1 2
1. 2.  .decomposes into subspaces P m P which are r G -irreducible andÄa b
TABLE I
 .  .  .  .SL n n G 1 SO n n G 3
2 .  .   ..  .Sp 2n n G 2 S SL n n G 2
2  ..  .  .  .  .L SL n n G 4 Sl n m SL m n, m G 2
 .  .  .  .  .  .SL 2 m Sp 2n n G 2 SL 3 m Sp 2n n G 2
 . ( )  . ( )SL n m Sp 4 n G 4 Spin 7
 .  .Spin 9 Spin 10
G E2 6
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 .pairwise inequivalent. Thus r, V is a multiplicity free action of G and we
 .  .  .  .  .have r G s r G = r G ; GL V = GL V . Alternatively one can1 1 2 2 1 2
 .  .  .write r G s r G = r G by regarding r as the restriction of r to V .1 2 j j
 .We will say that a multiplicity free action r, V of G is decomposable if
 .we can write V as a direct sum V s V [ V of proper r G -invariant1 2
 .  .  .subspaces in such a way that r G s r G = r G , where r denotes the1 2 j
restriction of r to V . If V does not admit such a decomposition then wej
 .say that r, V is an indecomposable multiplicity free action. Thus every
multiplicity free action can be written as a direct product of indecompos-
able multiplicity free actions. Irreducible multiplicity free actions are
indecomposable but we will see that there are indecomposable multiplicity
free actions that fail to be irreducible.
 .Let r, V be a regular representation of G and decompose V as a
 .direct sum V s V [ V [ ??? [ V of r G -irreducible subspaces. Our1 2 r
main result extends Theorem 1 to provide a classification of all multiplicity
free actions which include a copy of the scalars acting in each irreducible
component V .j
 .THEOREM 2. Let r, V be a regular representation of a connected
semi-simple complex algebraic group G and decompose V as a direct sum of
 .r G -irreducible subspaces, V s V [ V [ ??? [ V . The action of1 2 r
 =. rC = G on V is an indecomposable multiplicity free action if and only if
either
 .  .  .1 r s 1 and r G ; GL V appears in Table I, or
 .  .  .  .2 r s 2 and r G ; GL V = GL V appears in Table II.1 2
 .  .In Table II, SL n * denotes the image of the representation of SL n on
 n.  .  .C * contragredient to the natural representation. If r , V and r , V1 1 2 2
are representations of two semisimple groups G and G which share a1 2
 .  .common simple factor H then the notation r G [ r G denotes1 1 H 2 2
TABLE II
 .  .SL n [ SL n n G 2SLn.
 .  .SL n * [ SL n n G 3SLn.
2 .   ..SL n [ L SL n n G 4SLn.
2 .   ..SL n * [ L SL n n G 4SLn.
 .   .  ..SL n [ SL n m SL m n, m G 2SLn.
 .   .  ..SL n * [ SL n m SL m n G 3, m G 2SLn.
 .   .  ..SL 2 [ SL 2 m Sp 2n n G 2SL2.
  .  ..   .  ..SL n m SL 2 [ SL 2 m SL m n, m G 2SL2.
  .  ..   .  ..SL n m SL 2 [ SL 2 m Sp 2m n, m G 2SL2.
  .  ..   .  ..Sp 2n m SL 2 [ SL 2 m Sp 2m n, m G 2SL2.
 .  .Sp 2n [ Sp 2n n, m G 2Sp2n.
 .  .Spin 8 [ SO 8 n G 2Spin8.
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the image of the representation on V [ V , where the common factor H1 2
 .  .acts diagonally. Thus, for example, SL n [ SL n just denotes theSLn.
 . n nimage of SL n acting on C [ C via the direct sum of two copies of the
 .   .  ..natural representation. SL n * [ SL n m SL m denotes the imageSLn.
 .  .  n.  n m.of SL n = SL m under the representation on C * [ C m C given
 . .  y1 .  .  .by r g, h a , u m ¨ [ a ( g , gu m h¨ . Spin 8 [ SO 8 denotesSpin8.
 . 8 8the image of the action of Spin 8 on C [ C via the direct sum of the
  ..positive spin representation with the natural representation via SO 8 .
The actions in Table I serve as building blocks for those in Table II. We
will argue below in Section 2.1 that all indecomposable multiplicity free
actions that include a full torus action are obtained by ``diagonalization'' of
irreducible multiplicity free actions along simple factors. Extensive case-
by-case analysis produces the actions in Table II and shows that there are
no examples involving more than two irreducible components or where
more than one simple factor acts diagonally. This case-by-case analysis is
carried out in Sections 3 and 4.
For G and V s V [ V [ ??? [ V as in the statement of Theorem 2,1 2 r
the subspace
P [ P V m P V m ??? m P V 1.2 .  .  .  .m , . . . , m m 1 m 2 m r1 r 1 2 r
w xin C V consisting of the polynomials multi-homogeneous of degree
 .  .   .m , m , . . . , m is r G -invariant. Here P W denotes the homoge-1 2 r m
.neous polynomials of degree m on the vector space W. Moreover,
 =. rP is an isotypic component for the scalar action by C . Thus, them , . . . , m1 r
 =. rjoint action of C = G on V is multiplicity free if and only if the
representations of G on P are multiplicity free for eachm , . . . , m1 r
 .m , m , . . . , m . Theorem 2 can thus be viewed as a classification of the1 2 r
actions of connected semi-simple complex algebraic groups for which the
polynomials of each multi-homogeneous degree are multiplicity free.
The scalars have no effect on the decomposition of the P 'sm , . . . , m1 r
under the action of G. However, if an action does not include a full torus,
then one needs to look for multiplicities both within and between various
multi-homogeneities. The possibilities when r s 1 are quite limited. The
actions in Table I that remain multiplicity free with the scalars C=
 w x.  .  . 2  ..removed are from 8 SL n for n G 2, Sp 2n for n G 2, L SL n for
 .  .  .  .n G 5 odd, SL n m SL m for n, m G 2 with n / m, SL n m Sp 4 for
 .n G 5, and Spin 10 . In Section 5, we examine the role played by scalars in
connection with the actions in Table II. We will see that only one of these
groups yields a multiplicity free action without introducing some scalar
action. One can, however, supplement the actions in Table II by actions of
a one dimensional torus. One can have C= acting on V s V [ V via1 2
 .  a b .  . 2z ? ¨ , ¨ s z ¨ , z ¨ for some a, b g Z . In many cases, these ac-1 2 1 2
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 .tions are multiplicity free provided a, b satisfy some constraints. Our
results are summarized below in Theorem 6.
In Section 6, we build on Theorems 1, 2, and 6 to complete the
classification of multiplicity free actions. Suppose that G s T = G9, where
 .T is a torus and G9 is complex semi-simple. Let r, V be a multiplicity
free action of G and decompose V into G-invariant subspaces that are
indecomposable under G9, V s W [ W [ ??? [ W . The actions of G9 on1 2 r
each W appear in Tables I and II. Moreover, we show that T must containj
a product T = ??? = T of tori for which the action of T = G on W is1 r j j
multiplicity free.
w xThe decompositions of C V for the irreducible multiplicity free actions
w xin Table I are described by R. Howe and T. Umeda in 7 . We use
knowledge of these decompositions as the starting point for much of the
case-by-case analysis in Section 3, 4, and 5. In addition, we use the
 w x.Littlewood]Richardson rules and variants 3 to decompose tensor prod-
 .  .  .ucts of representations of the classical groups SL n , Sp 2n , and SO 2n .
We also employ the following result, which provided the basis for Kac's
derivation of Theorem 1.
w x  .THEOREM 3 9, 13 . Let r, V be a regular representation of a reducti¨ e
 .complex algebraic group G. r, V is a multiplicity free action if and only if a
 .Borel subgroup of G has a Zariski-open hence dense orbit in V.
 .One calls G, r, V a prehomogeneous ¨ector space when there is a
Zariski-open G-orbit in V. Thus, linear multiplicity free actions yield
examples of prehomogeneous vector spaces. The irreducible prehomoge-
w xneous vector spaces are classified in 12 . Most of our applications of
Theorem 3 will involve showing that certain actions fail to be multiplicity
free because the dimension of the vector space in question exceeds that of
a Borel subgroup. It is worth noting, however, that Theorem 3 does
provide one method of approach to all of the examples studied in Sections
3, 4, and 5.
There is an extensive literature that concerns the study of general
 .  .non-linear multiplicity free actions. Here one replaces r, V by a
regular action of G on an algebraic variety. One can find a complete
 . w xclassification of all spherical pairs G, H in 10, 4 . These are the pairs
where H is an algebraic subgroup of G and the action of G on GrH is
multiplicity free.
We conclude this introductory section by mentioning an application of
our results to the study of Gelfand pairs associated with the Heisenberg
group. Instead of using regular representations of complex reductive
algebraic groups, one could choose to work throughout with unitary
representations of compact Lie groups namely, compact real forms of the
.complex groups . One then passes to the original setting via complexifica-
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tion. Suppose that K is a compact Lie group acting unitarily on V. One
obtains an action of K by automorphisms on an associated Heisenberg
w xgroup H s V = R with center R. In 2 , it is shown that the integrableV
K-invariant functions on H form a commutative algebra under Heisen-V
.berg convolution if and only if the action of K on V is multiplicity free. In
this case, one says that the action of K on H forms a Gelfand pair. Thus,V
our classification of multiplicity free actions can also be regarded as a
classification of Gelfand pairs associated with Heisenberg groups. We
w xrefer the reader to 1, 2 for more details on this connection.
The authors have learned that some of the results in this paper,
including Theorem 2, were obtained independently by Andrew Leahy in
 .his Ph.D. thesis Rutgers University, 1996 .
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Diagonalization
 .Let r, V be a regular representation of a connected semi-simple
complex algebraic group G. Write V as a direct sum V s V [ ??? [ V of1 r
 .  =. rr G -irreducible subspaces V and suppose that the action of C = Gj
 .on V is a multiplicity free action. Let r , V denote the representation ofj j
G on V obtained from r. The action of C== G on V via r is multiplicityj j j
free since otherwise some P would fail to be multiplicity free0, . . . , m , . . . , 0j
 .  .under the action of G. Thus the groups G [ r G ; GL V appear inj j j
Table I.
Our focus here is on situations where r is not irreducible. First,
consider the case where r s 2. Define normal subgroups K and K of G1 2 1
and G by2
K [ r Ker r and K [ r Ker r . 2.1 .  .  . .  .1 1 2 2 2 1
The map
F : G rK ª G rK 2.2 .1 1 2 2
  . .  .given by F r g K [ r g K is a well defined group isomorphism.1 1 2 2
 .If K s G then it follows that K s G and we have r G s G = G .1 1 2 2 1 2
In this case, our action decomposes as a direct product of the multiplicity
free actions C== G and C== G .1 2
Next suppose that the K 's are proper subgroups of the G 's. Note thatj j
K need not be connected. We write K 0 for the identity component in K .j j j
Since K is a normal subgroup of G , so is K 0. As G appears in Table I,j j j j
G is either a simple group or a product of two simple factors. Thus we canj
0  0  4.write G s K H , where either H s G when K s e or H is one ofj j j j j j j
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two simple factors in G . As H ( G rK 0 covers G rK , we can realize Fj j j j j j
as a group isomorphism H ( H or as a covering of one of the H 's by the1 2 j
other. We will write F: H ª H for this map after interchanging the1 2
roles of G and G when H covers H and K is connected but K is1 2 2 1 1 2
. 0 0not . If we define a new group L by L [ K = H = K and a representa-1 1 2
tion c of L on V s V [ V by1 2
c k , h , k [ k h , F h k g GL V = GL V .  .  .  . .1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2
 .  .then we see that r G s c L s G [ G . That is, H eG acts diago-1 H 2 1 11
nally on V and V via F.1 2
In summary, we have shown that when r s 2, any indecomposable
 =. 2multiplicity free action that includes a full C -action is obtained from
two entries in Table I via diagonalization along simple factors. When
r ) 2, the same reasoning applies to each pair G , G . For the action to bei j
indecomposable, at least one simple factor in each G must act diagonallyi
on at least one V with j / i.j
2.2. Twisting by Automorphisms
Suppose that G , G are two connected complex semi-simple algebraic1 2
 .groups that share a common simple factor H. Suppose that r , V ,1 1
 .  .  .r , V are irreducible representations of G , G with r G , r G in2 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
 =. 2Table I. We form joint actions of C = G rH = H = G rH on V [ V ,1 2 1 2
where H acts on V via r and on V via r and some automorphism1 1 2 2
F: H ª H. Here, F need not be the identity automorphism. On the other
 .hand, if F , F g Aut H differ by an inner automorphism then the1 2
representations obtained on V [ V are equivalent. Thus, we need only1 2
 .consider a set of elements F g Aut H which map onto the group
 .  .  .Out H [ Aut H rInn H of outer automorphisms of H. Note that
 .Out H is finite for each simple group H.
2.3. Notation for Representations
 .  .  .  .  .GL n , SL n , Sp 2n , SO n , and Spin n will always denote the
 .  .  .  .  .complex groups GL n, C , SL n, C , Sp 2n, C , SO n, C , and Spin n, C .
We choose the usual maximal tori and positive roots for these groups and
use highest weight theory to describe their representations.
 .The irreducible representations of GL n are indexed by decreasing
 .sequences l s l , l , . . . , l of integers l . We denote the correspond-1 2 n j
 4  4ing representation by l . When l G 0, l is said to be a polynomialn
representation. In this case, we can view l as a partition and illustrate l by
a Young's diagram with at most n rows where row j contains l cells. Forj
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 .example, l s 3, 2, 1 is drawn as
When l contains repeated entries, we will use a superscript notation, such
 .  ny1 . < <as l, l, . . . , l, 0 s l , 0 . The total weight of l is l [ l q ??? ql . In1 n
 .  .cases where there are two groups GL n and GL m under consideration,
 4  4we will distinguish their representations by the notation l and l . If ln m
 .  4has more than n rows l / 0 then l is the trivial representationnq1 n
 40 .n
 .Irreducible representations of SL n are indexed by partitions l s
 .  .l , . . . , l with l G ??? G l G 0 . The corresponding representa-1 ny1 1 ny1
 .  4tion of SL n , again denoted by l , lifts to the polynomial representation
 4  .  4l of GL n . On the other hand, an irreducible representation l s
 4  .  .l , . . . , l of GL n yields an irreducible representation of SL n via1 n
 4  .ln 4restriction. As l , . . . , l s det l y l , l y l , . . . , l y l , 0 ,1 n 1 n 2 n ny1 n
 4  . one has that the restriction of l to SL n is l y l , l y l , . . . , l1 n 2 n ny1
4  4  4  .y l . Two irreducible representations l and l9 of GL n are equiva-n
 . Xlent as SL n -modules whenever l s l q c for some constant c and allj j
j s 1, . . . , n.
 .  .Irreducible representations of Sp 2n and SO 2n are also indexed by
 .  .  .partitions l s l , . . . , l . The corresponding Sp 2n - and SO 2n -mod-1 n
 : w x  .ules are denoted by l and l , respectively. SO 2n also admits repre-
w x < < < <sentations l with l - 0, l F l ; or with l G ??? G l G 0 alln n ny1 1 n
half-integers.
2.4. Tensor Product Decompositions
w xThe Littlewood]Richardson rules 11 give an algorithm for determining
n  .the coefficients m in the decomposition of the inner tensor productlm
 4  4  .l m m of two irreducible polynomial representations of GL n :
 4  4 n  4l m m s m n . lm
n
n  4  4  4We will also write l ? m [  m n , so that l m m s l ? m . Then lm
multiplicity mn / 0 if we can obtain the Young's diagram for n by addinglm
< <m cells to the Young's diagram for l. One must label m of the new cellsj
by j for j s 1, . . . , n so that the labels are non-decreasing across rows
and strictly increasing down columns. Moreover, the string a , . . . , a1 < m <
obtained by listing the labels from right to left and top to bottom must
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 4form a lattice permutation. This means that for each i, j g 1, . . . , n , the
number of occurrences of j in a ??? a is at least as large as the number of1 i
occurrences of j q 1.
We require variants of the Littlewood]Richardson rules for decompos-
 :  :  .ing tensor products l m m of irreducible representations of Sp 2n
w x w x  .and for tensor products l m m of SO 2n -representations. We refer
w xthe reader to 3 for details concerning these algorithms. The ``contraction''
of a partition n by partition m is defined by
nrm s mn l. lm
l
 . w xFor representations of Sp 2n , one has 3
 :  :  :l m m s lrz ? mrz .
z
3. INDECOMPOSABLE ACTIONS WITH TWO
IRREDUCIBLE COMPONENTS
We wish to determine the indecomposable multiplicity free actions
 =. 2where C = G acts on V s V [ V with V , V irreducible. As ex-1 2 1 2
 .  .plained in Section 2.1, r G and r G appear in Table I and share at1 2
least one common simple factor that acts diagonally via an isomorphism or
covering. We begin by examining all cases where exactly one simple factor
acts diagonally.
 .3.1. SL n Acting Diagonally
 .SL n -factors appear in seven of the groups in Table I. We must form all
 .combinations of two of these groups by letting a common SL n -factor act
  ..  4   ..diagonally. We have Out SL 2 s e and Out SL n s Z generated by2
 .  t.y1  .u g s g when n G 3. Thus, we need only consider SL 2 acting
diagonally by the identity automorphism, but for n G 3 we must also twist
 .by u . Twisting by u replaces the natural representation of SL n by its
 . .contragredient. We write SL n * to indicate both possibilities when
 .n G 3. Diagonalization of the actions in Table I along an SL n -factor
yields the actions
 . .  .  . . 2  ..  . . 2  ..SL n * [ SL n , SL n * [ S SL n , SL n * [ L SL n ,SLn. SLn. SLn.
 . .   .  ..  . .   .  ..SL n * [ SL n m SL m , SL n * [ SL n m Sp 2m ,SLn. SLn.
2  .. . 2  .. 2  .. . 2  .. 2  .. .S SL n * [ S SL n , S SL n * [ L SL n , S SL n *SLn. SLn.
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  .  .. 2   .. .   .  ..[ SL n m SL m , S SL n * [ SL n m Sp 2m ,SL n . SL n .
2  .. . 2  .. 2  .. .   .  ..L SL n * [ L SL n , L SL n * [ SL n m SL m ,SLn. SLn.
2  .. .   .  ..   .  . ..   .L SL n * [ SL n m Sp 4 , SL m m SL n * [ SL n mSLn. SLn.
 ..   .  . ..   .  ..   .  . ..SL p , SL m m SL n * [ SL n m Sp 2p , Sp 2m m SL n *SLn.
  .  ..[ SL n m Sp 2p .SLn.
Here n, m, p satisfy various constraints from Table I. For example, with
  .  . ..   .  ..SL m m SL n * [ SL n m Sp 2p we have m G 2 and eitherSLn.
n s 2, 3, p G 2 or n G 4, p s 2. Several additional examples arise from
special isomorphisms and coverings in low dimensions. These will be
discussed in Section 3.5.
We will consider each of the above actions in turn. As discussed above,
 .in connection with Eq. 1.2 , the existence of a full torus reduces the
 .  .problem to determining whether P V m P V is multiplicity free fork 1 l 2
 .each fixed k, l. The answer will not change if we replace SL n -actions by
 .  .GL n -actions. Also, it is convenient to twist all representations of SL n
 .  t.y1 nby u g s g at the outset, replacing the standard action on C by
 t.y1 w xg ? ¨ s g ¨ . This does not change the isotypic components in C V or
have any effect on multiplicities. Now, however, all representations that
w x  . 2  .. 2  ..  .  .  .occur in C V for SL n , S SL n , L SL n , SL m m SL n , and SL n
 .m Sp 2m will be polynomial representations. In particular, the represen-
w x  .  . ntations that occur in C V for the modified action of SL n on C are
 4  4  4  4  4  40 , 1 , 2 . . . rather than 0 , 0, . . . , 0, y1 , 0, . . . , 0, y2 . . . . This con-
w xvention is consistent with that in 7 , to which we refer the reader for
w xdetails concerning the decompositions of C V for the actions in Table I.
 . .  .  .3.1.1. SL n * [ SL n n G 2 . The isotypic subspaces for theSLn.
 =. 2  n.  n.  n.action of C are P C m P C for k, l G 0. Here P C andk l k
 n.  .  .  .P C are SL n -irreducible. For SL n [ SL n , the Little-l SLn.
wood]Richardson rules yield
 4  4  4k m l s k q l y j, j ,
 .0FjFmin k , l
which is a multiplicity free decomposition. If we twist the action on the
 n.second factor then P C will be a copy of the representationl
 4  .yl  ny14  40, 0, . . . , yl . This is det times the representation l s l, l, . . . , l, 0 .
 n.  n.Now we decompose P C m P C usingk l
 4  ny14 ny2k m l s l q k y j, l , j , 4
 .0FjFmin k , l
which is again multiplicity free.
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 . .   .  ..  . n3.1.2. SL n * [ SL n m SL m n, m G 2 . Here V s C ,SLn. 1
n m  .  .  .V s C m C and we use G s GL n = GL m . The space P V de-2 l 2
composes as
 4  4l m l , n m
< <l sl
 .l with at most min n , m rows
 4  4  .  .where l and l denote representations of GL n and GL m , respec-n m
 .  .  .tively. A GL m -isotypic component of P V m P V has the formk 1 l 2
 4  4  4 < <k m l m l with l s l. We decompose the inner tensor productn n m
 4  4k m l asn n
 4  4  4k m l s l q m , l q m , . . . , l q m .n n 1 1 2 2 n n
< <m sk
l qm Flj j jy1
 .As l is determined by the GL m -action, we see that this is multiplicity
free.
 . nIf the representation of GL n on C is twisted, we must consider the
 ny14  4  .decomposition of k m l as a GL n -module for fixed k and l.
 4  ny14  4Suppose that n appears as a summand in k m l . According to the
 ny1.Littlewood]Richardson rules, we can regard n as arising from k by
< <the addition of l cells. We claim that there is only one way to label these
additional cells. Indeed, for j s 1, . . . , n y 1, we must have n G k and thej
additional cells in row j must be labelled ``j.'' The remaining cells are
placed in row n and these must be labelled in ascending order. This can be
 4done in exactly one way. For example, when n s 4, n s 6, 5, 5, 3 occurs
 4  4in precisely one way inside 3, 3, 3, 0 m 4, 3, 2, 1 , as illustrated below. We
conclude that the twisted form is also a multiplicity free action.
1 1 1
2 2
3 3
1 2 4
 . . 2  ..  .3.1.3. SL n * [ S SL n n G 2 . Here the vector space V sSLn.
n 2 n.  .  =. 2C [ S C has dimension n n q 3 r2. Since a Borel subgroup of C
 .  2 .= SL n only has dimension n q n q 2 r2, these actions fail to be
multiplicity free.
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 . . 2  ..  . n3.1.4. SL n * [ L SL n n G 4 . Here we have V s C andSLn. 1
2 n.  .  .V s L C . P V decomposes under the action of SL n as2 l 2
 4P V s l . . l 2
< <l s2 l
all columns of even length
 .  4Thus, each summand in P V has the form l , l , l , l , . . . . Wel 2 1 1 2 2
obtain
 4  4  4k m l s l q m , l , l q m , l , . . . . 1 1 1 2 2 2
< <m sk
 .m F l ylj jy1 j
Observing that every other row of the diagram l q m , l , l q1 1 1 2
.  4  4  4  4m , l , . . . agrees with l, we see that for l / l9, k m l and k m l92 2
have no common components. In addition, for fixed l, the decomposition
 4  4  . 2  ..of k m l has no repeated summands. Hence SL n [ L SL n isSLn.
a multiplicity free action.
 =. 2  ..Note that we have established the C = SL n -decomposition
w n 2 n.x  4  4C C [ L C s  l , where every polynomial representation l oc-l
curs exactly once. In Section 5.3 below, we will show that this is also the
 .decomposition under the action of GL n . This fact is well known and can
w xbe found, for example, in 6 . A version of the result involving Schur
w xpolynomials can also be found in Macdonald's book 11 . Moreover, letting
 .  .V denote the unique Zariski-open GL n -orbit in V, Gelfand and
w x w x  .Zelevinskii show in 6 that C V is a model of representations of GL n in
 .the sense that every irreducible regular representation of GL n occurs
w xexactly once in C V .
 . 2  ..Next we will argue that SL n * [ L SL n is also multiplicity free.SLn.
 ny14  4Let l be as above and consider the decomposition of k m l . The
 .argument presented above in Section 3.1.2 for the case of SL n * [SLn.
  .  ..SL n m SL m shows that this is multiplicity free for each fixed k and l.
 4  ny14  4In fact, if n occurs in the decomposition for k m l then n can be
 ny1.obtained from k by adding 2l cells labeled with l 1's, l 2's, andj 1 1
so on, in just one way. Cells added to row j must be labeled `` j'' for
j s 1, . . . , n y 1. We must add l cells labeled ``1'' to row 1. Otherwise row1
n would begin with a ``1'' and the string obtained by listing the additional
cells in order from right to left and top to bottom would fail to be a lattice
permutation, since it begins with fewer than l 1's followed by l 2's.1 1
Similarly, we are forced to add l 3's to row 3, and so on. As k is fixed, we2
< < < <can recover l , l , . . . and hence l from n . In particular, if l s 2 l s l91 2
 ny14  4  ny14  4but l / l9 then k m l and k m l9 contain no common
summands.
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 .   .  ..  .3.1.5. SL 2 [ SL 2 m Sp 2n n G 2 . We regard V sSL2. 2
2 2 n  .C m C as the space of complex 2 = 2n matrices with GL 2 acting on
 .the left and Sp 2n acting on the right. The symplectic product of the two
 .  .rows yields an Sp 2n -invariant polynomial « g P V . The correspond-2 2
 .ing differential operator, D , acts on P V and its kernel H, is called the« 2
space of ``harmonic'' polynomials on V . Since D is homogeneous, we2 «
 .have H s  H , where H [ H l P V .mG 0 m m m 2
 :  .The representations l of Sp 2n are indexed by n-rowed Young's
diagrams l. Each H decomposes asm
H s H a1 , a 2 ,m
a Ga G01 2
a qa sm1 2
a1, a 2  4  :   .  ..where H ( a , a m a , a as a GL 2 = Sp 2n -module. Thus1 2 1 2
 . a1, a 2 m  . a1, a 2 a3  .P V s H « , and P V s  H « . An Sp 2n -2 l 2 a qa q2 a sl1 2 3
 .  .  . a1, a 2 a3   .isotypic in P V m P V is then P V m H « . As a GL 2 =k 1 l 2 k 1
 ..  4  4  :Sp 2n -module, this space is k m a q a , a q a m a , a . As1 3 2 3 1 2
 4  4observed previously, the inner tensor product k m a q a , a q a of1 3 2 3
 .  .   .representations of GL 2 is multiplicity free. Thus, SL 2 [ SL 2 mSL2.
 ..Sp 2n is a multiplicity free action.
 . .   .  ..  .3.1.6. SL 3 * [ SL 3 m Sp 2n n G 2 . As in the previousSL3.
 .case, we regard V as the space of 3 = 2n matrices with GL 3 acting on2
 .the left and Sp 2n on the right. The decomposition of V is given in2
 .terms of ``harmonics'' and invariants. The Sp 2n -invariant polynomials on
 4V are generated by « , « , « , where « denotes the symplectic2 12 13 23 i j
product of row i with row j. The corresponding differential operators Di j
 .generate a space of Sp 2n -invariant differential operators whose simulta-
neous kernel is the space H of ``harmonic'' polynomials. Then
P V s H aI , . 2 m
mG0
 .as a , a , a1 2 3
a  :  .where H ; H is an a -isotypic subspace for Sp 2n , and I is the< a < m
space of invariant polynomials homogeneous of degree 2m.
w x a  .According to 7 , H I decomposes under the action of GL 3 . Form
1, 0, 0.  4  4  . 1, 0, 0.example, H I s 2, 1, 0 q 1, 1, 1 . Thus, P V m H I is an1 1 1 1
 .isotypic for Sp 2n , which decomposes as follows under the action of
 .GL 3 :
 4  4  4  4  4  4  41 m 2, 1, 0 q 1, 1, 1 s 1 m 2, 1, 0 q 1 m 1, 1, 1 .  .  .
 4  4  4s 3, 1, 0 q 2, 2, 0 q 2, 1, 1 .
 4q 2, 1, 1 .
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 4  .   .  ..Since 2, 1, 1 appears twice here, SL 3 [ SL 3 m Sp 2n fails to beSL3.
a multiplicity free action.
 . 3When the action of GL 3 on C is twisted, we obtain a similar result,
 4  4  4  4  41, 1, 0 m 2, 1, 0 q 1, 1, 1 s 3, 2, 0 q 3, 1, 1 .
 4  4q 2, 2, 1 q 2, 2, 1 ,
 .   .  ..showing that SL 3 * [ SL 3 m Sp 2n also fails to be multiplicitySL3.
free.
 . .   .  ..  . w x3.1.7. SL n * [ SL n m Sp 4 n G 4 . According to 7 ,SLn.
 .  n 4.  .P V s P C m C is first decomposed under the action of GL n =2
 .  .  4  4  4  .GL 4 as in Eq. 3.1 to give  l m l . We then restrict l to Sp 4n 4 4
using the appropriate branching rules. These show in particular that
 :  :  :  : 4  4  4  4P V s 3 m 3 q 2, 1 m 2, 1 q 2, 1 m 1 q 1, 1, 1 m 1 . .3 2
 .  .  4  4  4.  :Thus, P V m P V contains 1 m 2, 1 q 1, 1, 1 m 1 , which con-1 1 3 2
 4  :tains the summand 2, 1, 1 m 1 twice. If we twist the first representation
 ny14  4  4.then we are led to consider 1 m 2, 1 q 1, 1, 1 , which contains the
 ny14summand 2, 2, 1 twice.
2  ..  . .3.1.8. Examples in¨ol¨ ing S SL n . As for the case of SL n * [SLn.
2   .. 2  .. . 2  ..S SL n treated above, the actions S SL n * [ S SL n andSLn.
2  .. . 2  ..S SL n * [ L SL n fail to be multiplicity free because the di-SLn.
mensions of the vector spaces involved exceed the dimensions of the Borel
subgroups. One can also use Theorem 3 to show that the actions
2  .. .   .  ..  2  .. .S SL n * [ SL n m SL m and hence also S SL n * [SLn. SLn.
  .  ...  .SL n m Sp 2m fail to be multiplicity free. Writing b l for the upper
 .  .triangular l = l matrices, we have that b [ b n = b m is a Borel
 .  .subalgebra for GL n = GL m . It follows from Theorem 3 that for the
 .  . 2 n.  n m.action of GL n = GL m on V s S C [ C m C to be a multiplic-
 . 2 n.ity free action, one needs that for some ¨ , ¨ g V, b ? ¨ s S C and1 2 1
 n m.b ? ¨ s C m C , where b is the stabilizer of ¨ in b. This is clearly¨ 2 ¨ 11 1
 . 2 n.impossible since for dimensional reasons b ? ¨ s S C implies that1
 4  .b s 0 = b m .¨1
2  .. . 2  ..  .3.1.9. L SL n * [ L SL n n G 4 . Here the vector space hasSLn.
 . dimension n n y 1 but the Borel subgroup is only of dimension n n q
.1 r2 q 1.
2   .. .   .  ..  .3.1.10. L SL n * [ SL n m SL m n G 4 . The spaceSLn.
 .  .  4  4P V m P V will contain the tensor product 2, 2 m 3, 2, 1 of repre-2 1 6 2
 .  4sentations of GL n . This contains two copies of 4, 3, 2, 1 . For the twisted
 ny14  4  ny3 4version, we see that 2 m 3, 2, 1 contains two copies of 4, 3, 2 , 1 .
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2  .. .   .  ..3.1.11. L SL n * [ SL n m Sp 4 . These actions are restric-SLn.
tions of the preceding case and hence fail to be multiplicity free actions.
  .  . ..   .  ..  .3.1.12. SL m m SL n * [ SL n m SL p n, m, p G 2 . HereSLn.
m n n p  .  .V s C m C , V s C m C and we use G s GL m = GL n =1 2
 .GL p . We have the decomposition
 4  4P V m P V s l m l .  .  m nk 1 l 2  /
< <l sk
 4  4m m m m .p n /
< <m sl
 .  .  4  4 .When n G 3, P V m P V contains the module 2, 1 m 2, 1 m3 1 3 2 m n
 4  4 .  4  4  42, 1 m 2, 1 and we see that 2, 1 m 2, 1 contains 3, 2, 1 twice. Ifn p n n n
 .  .  .we twist the action of SL n on V then P V m P V contains1 3 1 3 2
 4  ny2 4 .  4  4 .  ny2 4  42, 1 m 2 , 1 m 2, 1 m 2, 1 and we see that 2 , 1 m 2, 1m n n p n n
 ny2 4  .contains 3, 2 , 1 twice. On the other hand, when n s 2, the GL 2 -n
 4  4modules l m m are multiplicity free for each l, m. Thus, we see that2 2
  .  . ..   .  ..SL m m SL n * [ SL n m SL p is a multiplicity free action ifSLn.
and only if n s 2.
  .  . ..   .  ..  .3.1.13. SL m m SL n * [ SL n m Sp 2p n, m, p G 2 . AsSLn.
these actions are restrictions of the previous case, we need only consider
 .the situation where n s 2. As discussed previously, we have P V s Hl 2 l
  .  .. w xq H « q ??? and the GL m = Sp 2 p -isotypics in C V have the formly2
 4  4 .  a j.  .  4  a j.l m l m H « . As a GL 2 -module, we have l m H « sm 2 2
 4  4   .  ..l m a q j, a q j , which is multiplicity free. Thus, SL m m SL 22 1 2 2
  .  ..[ SL 2 m Sp 2p is a multiplicity free action.SL2.
  .  . ..   .  ..  .3.1.14. Sp 2m m SL n * [ SL n m Sp 2p n, m, p G 2 .SLn.
  .Again, we need only consider the case where n s 2. An Sp 2m =
 ..  .  .Sp 2 p -isotypic in P V m P V has the formk 1 l 2
a a b b  :  4H « m H « s a m a q a, a q a .  . 1 2
 :  4m b m b q b , b q b1 2
< < < <  .  4with a q2 ask and b q2bsl. As a GL 2 -module, a qa, a qa1 2
 4   .  ..m b q b, b q b is multiplicity free. Thus, Sp 2m m SL 2 [1 2 SL2.
  .  ..SL 2 m Sp 2p is a multiplicity free action.
 .3.2. Sp 2n Acting Diagonally
 .Sp 2n -factors appear in four of the groups in Table I. Since
  ..  4Out Sp 2n s e , we do not need to consider twisting by automorphisms
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 .when diagonalizing over Sp n . Diagonalization yields six actions of the
  .  ..   .  ..form SL m m Sp 2n [ Sp 2n m SL p with n G 2. These all failSp2n.
  .  ..to be multiplicity free since they are restrictions of SL m m SL 2n
  .  .. [ SL 2n m SL p . Ignoring special isomorphisms to be discussedSL2n.
.in Section 3.5 , we have four cases left to consider.
 .  .  .  2 n.  .3.2.1. Sp 2n [ Sp 2n n G 2 . The spaces P C are Sp 2n -Sp2n. m
 .  .irreducible. We decompose the tensor product P V m P V sk 1 l 2
 :  : w xk m l according to the algorithm in 3 :
 :  :  :k m l s krz ? lrz .  .
z
 :s k y m ? l y m .  .
 .0FmFmin k , l
and for each m,
 :  :k y m ? l y m s k q l y 2m y j, j . .  . 
 .0FjFmin kym , lym
 .  .  .Thus, the action of Sp 2n on P V m P V is multiplicity free.k 1 l 2
 .   .  ..  .3.2.2. Sp 2n [ Sp 2n m SL m n G 2, m s 2, 3 . In casesSp2n.
 .  2 n m.  .m s 2 and m s 3, we decompose P V s P C m C as P V s2 2 2 2 2
H 2, 0. q H 1, 1. q I with notation as in Sections 3.1.5 and 3.1.6. Thus,2
 2 n.  1, 1. .  .P C m H q I is a GL m -isotypic subspace for the representa-2 2
 4  .tion 1, 1 . Further decomposition with respect to Sp 2n yields
 :  :  :2 m 1, 1 q 0 .
 :  :  :s 2r0 ? 1, 1 r0 q 2r1 ? 1, 1 r1 q 2 .  .  .  . .  .
 :  :  :s 2 ? 1, 1 q 1 ? 1 q 2 .  .  .  .
 :  :  :  :  :s 3, 1 q 2, 1, 1 q 2 q 1, 1 q 2 ,
 :which contains two copies of the module 2 . Thus these actions fail to be
multiplicity free.
 .   .  ..  .3.2.3. Sp 4 [ Sp 4 m SL m m G 4 . We haveSp4.
 4  4P V s l m l .  4 ml 2
< <l sl
l has 4 rows
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  .  .. w x  .as a GL 4 = GL m -module. According to 7 , on restricting to Sp 4 =
 .  4GL m , we obtain for fixed l s l , l , l , l the decomposition1 2 3 4
P V .l 2
s 
 .b Fmin l yl , l yl2 1 2 3 4
b Fl yl3 2 3
= :  4l y b y b y l , l y l q b y b m l .m1 2 3 4 2 3 2 3
 .  .  .In particular, for l s 1, 1 , we see that P V m P V contains, within2 1 2 2
 .  .  :  :  :.a GL m -isotypic component, the Sp 4 -module 2 m 1, 1 q 0 ,
 :which, as in the preceding case, contains two copies of 2 .
 .3.3. SO n Acting Diagonally
 .  .Next we consider diagonalization over SO n and Spin n . Here we must
consider combining spin representations with the natural representation of
 .  .  .SO n via the two-fold covering Spin n ¸ SO n . For n odd,
  ..  4   ..Out Spin n s e . For n / 8 even, Out Spin n s Z generated by an2
automorphism t which interchanges the positive and negative spin repre-1
n   ..sentation. t leaves the natural representation on C via SO n invari-1
  ..ant. For n s 8 we have Out Spin 8 s S , generated by t and the triality3 1
 w xautomorphism t . See, for example, pages 312]315 in 5 for a discussion2
.  . 8of triality. t interchanges the natural representation of Spin 8 on C2
with the positive spin representation. Diagonalization of the actions in
 .  .Table I over factors of SO n or Spin n produces the following cases:
SO n [ SO n , Spin 7 [ SO 7 , Spin 8 [ SO 8 , .  .  .  .  .  .SOn. Spin7. Spin8.
Spin 9 [ SO 9 , Spin 10 [ SO 10 , .  .  .  .Spin9. Spin10.
Spin 7 [ Spin 7 , Spin 9 [ Spin 9 , .  .  .  .Spin7. Spin9.
 .ySpin 10 [ Spin 10 . .  .Spin10.
 .  .  .  .  .For Spin 7 [ SO 7 , Spin 9 [ SO 9 , Spin 7 [Spin7. Spin9. Spin7.
 .  .  .  .  .y.Spin 7 , Spin 9 [ Spin 9 , and Spin 10 [ Spin 10 theSpin9. Spin10.
vector space dimensions are 15, 25, 16, 32, 32 but the Borel subgroups have
dimensions 14, 22, 14, 22, 27, respectively. Thus these are not multiplicity
free actions. We examine the remaining three cases below. Further exam-
ples, discussed in Section 3.5, involve special isomorphisms in low dimen-
sions.
 .  .  . n3.3.1. SO n [ SO n n G 3 . Here V s C s V . Let « gSOn. 1 2 i
 .  .P V be the generator of the SO n -invariant polynomials. Let D be the2 i « i i. w xcorresponding differential operator with kernel H ; C V . As usual,i
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 i.  i.  .H s H l P V . We havem m i
 i. m w xP V s H « s k y 2m . .  k i j i
jq2 msk ? @0FmF kr2
 .  .  1. .  2. .Thus P V m P V s H q C« m H q C« . We see that the2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2
 . 1. 2.  .  .SO n -submodules H m C« and C« m H of P V m P V are2 2 1 2 2 1 2 2
equivalent. Hence this action is not multiplicity free.
 .  .  .3.3.2. Spin 8 [ SO 8 . As explained above, the action of Spin 8Spin8.
8  .on V s C via the covering of SO 8 gives the decomposition2
w xP V s l y 2m . 3.2 .  .l 2
? @0FjF lr2
1 1 1 18 w xThe positive spin representation on V ( C is denoted , , , . The1 2 2 2 2
w xdecomposition of C V is obtained by applying an outer automorphism of1
 .  .Spin 8 to Eq. 3.2 , yielding
k k k k
P V s y j, y j, y j, y j . . k 1 2 2 2 2? @0FjF kr2
j an integer
We are led to separate the cases k odd and k even. According to the
w xalgorithm in 3 for decomposing tensor products of representations of
 . qSO 2n , we obtain for a, b g Z
w x w x w xa, a, a, a m b s a q b y m , a, a, a y m .
 .0FmFmin 2 a , b
Thus we obtain
w x w xP V m P V s k y i , k y i , k y i , k y i m l y 2 j .  . 2 k 1 l 2
i , j
w xs k q l y i y 2 j y m , k y i , k y i , k y i y m .
i , j , m
As k, l are fixed and the middle two entries are k y i, we can regard i as
fixed when seeking equivalent representations in this sum. The fourth
entry then determines m and the first entry determines j. Thus this is a
multiplicity free decomposition. For tensor products involving spin repre-
sentations, we obtain
1 1 1 1
w xa q , a q , a q , a q m b
2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1
s a q b y m q , a q , a q , a y m q , 2 2 2 2m
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 .  .and reasoning as above conclude that P V m P V is multiplicity2 kq1 1 l 2
 .  .free. Hence Spin 8 [ SO 8 is a multiplicity free action.Spin8.
 .  .3.3.3. Spin 10 [ SO 10 . We must also consider the diagonalSpin10.
 . 16  .action of Spin 10 on V ( C via the positive spin representation and1
10   .. w xV s C via the natural representation of SO 10 . From 7 we know2
 . w x w xthat P V s 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, q 1 and thus2 1
w x w x w x w xP V m P V s 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 q 1 m 2 q 0 .  .  .  .2 1 2 2
w x w x w xs 3, 1, 1, 1, 1 q 2, 1, 1, 1 q 1, 1, 1, y1
w x w x w x w xq 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 q 3 q 2, 1 q 2 1 ,
showing that this action fails to be multiplicity free.
3.4. G or E Acting Diagonally2 6
Table I yields three diagonalizations involving exceptional groups. One
7 7 27 27 has G acting on C [ C and E acting on C [ C in two ways. For2 6
27 .E one can twist the action on one copy of C by an outer automorphism.6
These actions are not multiplicity free since the Borel subgroups in
 =. 2  =. 2C = G and C = E have dimensions 10 and 44.2 6
3.5. Special Isomorphisms
Isomorphisms in low dimensions can be used to produce additional
 .  .actions via diagonalization from Table I. One has that Spin 3 ( SL 2 ,
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .Spin 4 ( SL 2 = SL 2 , Spin 5 ( Sp 4 , and Spin 6 ( SL 4 . We refer
w xthe reader to pages 273]286 in 5 for a description of these isomorphisms.
Remark 3.1. Under these isomorphisms, the spin representations in
dimensions 3 through 6 correspond to representations that appear in Table
  .  .  .  . .I SL 2 , SL 2 , Sp 4 , and SL 4 , respectively . In dimension 8, the positive
 . spin representation differs from the natural representation of Spin 8 via
 ..covering SO 8 by the triality automorphism. Thus, the spin representa-
 .tions with scalars added are all multiplicity free through dimension 10.
Beyond this point, the dimensions of the spin representations exceed that
=  .of the Borel subgroups in C = Spin n .
 .  .  .3.5.1. Spin 3 . Since SL 2 and SO 3 both appear in Table I, one can
 .  .  .use the isomorphism Spin 3 ( SL 2 to obtain a diagonal action of SL 2
3 2  .  .on C [ C . We denote this example by SO 3 [ SL 2 . We must alsoSL2.
 . 2  ..  .   .consider the diagonalizations SO 3 [ S SL 2 , SO 3 [ SL 2SL2. SL2.
 ..  .   .  ..m SL m , and SO 3 [ SL 2 m Sp 2m . In fact, we have alreadySL2.
 . 3examined these actions. The natural representation of Spin 3 on C via
 .  .  .SO 3 corresponds via Spin 3 ( SL 2 to the symmetric square of the
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 .natural representation of SL 2 . Thus, these actions are isomorphic to
2  ..  . 2  .. 2  .. 2  ..S SL 2 [ SL 2 , S SL 2 [ S SL 2 , S SL 2 [SL2. SL2. SL2.
  .  .. 2  ..   .  ..SL 2 m SL m , and S SL 2 [ SL 2 m Sp 2m , respectively. WeSL2.
have seen that none of these are multiplicity free.
 .  .  .  .3.5.2. Spin 4 . By allowing one of the SL 2 -factors in Spin 4 ( SL 2
 .  .  .= SL 2 to act diagonally and employing the covering Spin 4 ¸ SO 4 ,
 .  .  . 2  ..we obtain the diagonalizations SO 4 [ SL 2 , SO 4 [ S SL 2 ,SL2. SL2.
 .   .  ..  .   .  ..SO 4 [ SL 2 m SL m , and SO 4 [ SL 2 m Sp 2m . TheSL2. SL2.
 . 4natural representation of Spin 4 on C corresponds to the outer tensor
 .product of two copies of the natural representation of SL 2 . Thus, these
  .  ..  .   .  ..actions agree with SL 2 m SL 2 [ SL 2 , SL 2 m SL 2 [SL2. SL2.
2  ..   .  ..   .  ..   .  ..S SL 2 , SL 2 m SL 2 [ SL 2 m SL m , and SL 2 m SL 2SL2.
  .  ..[ SL 2 m Sp 2m , which we have already discussed. All are multi-SL2.
  .  .. 2  ..plicity free actions except for SL 2 m SL 2 [ S SL 2 .SL2.
 .  .  .  .3.5.3. Spin 5 . One covers SO 5 by Sp 4 via the isomorphism Spin 5
 .  .  .  .( Sp 4 to obtain diagonalizations SO 5 [ Sp 4 and SO 5 [Sp4. Sp4.
  .  ..  . 5Sp 4 m SL m . The natural representation of Spin 5 on C corresponds
 .  .  . 2 4.  .via Spin 5 ( Sp 4 to the representation of Sp 4 on L C r Cv , where
2 4. 5 4v g L C denotes the symplectic form. Since C [ C is 9 dimensional
 =. 2  .  .  .and a Borel subgroup in C = Sp 4 has dimension 8, SO 5 [ Sp 4Sp4.
 .   .is not a multiplicity free action. It follows that SO 5 [ Sp 4 mSp4.
 ..SL m also fails to be a multiplicity free action. One way to see this is to
employ reasoning similar to that used in Section 3.1.8 for the case
2  .. .   .  ..S SL n * [ SL n m SL m .SLn.
 .  .  .3.5.4. Spin 6 . Using the isomorphism Spin 6 ( SL 4 , we obtain a
 .  .covering of SO 6 by SL 4 and produce the following diagonalizations
 .  . .  . 2  .. .  .from Table I: SO 6 [ SL 4 * , SO 6 [ S SL 4 * , SO 6SL4. SL4.
2  .. .  .   . .  ..  .[ L SL 4 * , SO 6 [ SL 4 * m SL m , and SO 6 [SL4. SL4. SL4.
  . .  ..  . 6SL 4 * m Sp 2m . The natural representation of Spin 6 on C corre-
 .  .sponds via Spin 6 ( SL 4 to the skew-symmetric square of the natural
 . 2  ..representation of SL 4 . Thus, these actions agree with L SL 4 [SL4.
 . . 2  .. 2  .. . 2  .. 2  .. .SL 4 * , L SL 4 [ S SL 4 * , L SL 4 [ L SL 4 * ,SL4. SL4.
2  ..   . .  .. 2  ..   . .L SL 4 [ SL 4 * m SL m , and L SL 4 [ SL 4 * mSL4. SL4.
 ..  .  . .Sp 2m . We conclude that the actions SO 6 [ SL 4 * are multiplic-SL4.
ity free but that the others are not multiplicity free.
3.6. Two Simple Factors Acting Diagonally
We have now completed the classification of the indecomposable multi-
plicity free actions with two irreducible components and one simple factor
acting diagonally. These actions are listed in Table II. Groups of the form
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 .  .  .  .SL n m SL m and SL n m Sp 2m in Table I have two simple factors
and one can form actions by simultaneous diagonalization over both
simple factors. Such actions are restrictions of those considered in Sections
 .3.1.12, 3.1.13, and 3.1.14. We see that only diagonalization over SL 2 can
yield multiplicity free actions in these cases. Thus we need only examine
 =. 2  .  .  2 2 .  2 2 .the action of C = SL 2 = SL 2 on V s C m C [ C m C via
 .  .  .z , z , g , g ? u m u , ¨ m ¨ s z g u m g u , z g ¨ m g ¨ . This1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2
 =. 2  . 4 4is equivalent to the diagonal action of C = SO 4 on C m C via the
 .  .  .isomorphism Spin 4 ( SL 2 = SL 2 . We know this fails to be multiplic-
 .ity free. Alternatively, note that dim V s 8 but the Borel subgroup has
dimension 6. Thus, simultaneous diagonalization along two simple factors
produces no additional multiplicity free actions.
4. ACTIONS WITH MORE THAN TWO IRREDUCIBLE
COMPONENTS
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 2 by showing that an
indecomposable action with three or more irreducible components which
includes a copy of the scalars acting on each irreducible component must
fail to be multiplicity free. It suffices to consider cases with three irre-
ducible components.
 .Let r, V be a regular representation of a complex semi-simple alge-
braic group G and suppose that V can be written as a direct sum
 .  .  .V s V [ V [ V of three r G -irreducible subspaces. r G ; GL V1 2 3 i i
 .  .  .and r G ; GL V [ V will denote the restrictions of r G to V andi j i j i
 =. 3V [ V , respectively. If the action of C = G on V is a multiplicity freei j
 .  .  .action then r G , r G , and r G appear in Table I. If, in addition,1 2 3
 .r, V is an indecomposable action then we have one of three cases:
 .  .1 A simple factor in G acts diagonally on V , V and a second1 2
 .  .simple factor acts diagonally on V , V . Note that in this case, r G and2 3 12
 .r G must appear in Table II.23
 .  .2 Three different simple factors in G act diagonally on V , V ,1 2
 .  .  .V , V , and V , V . In this case, each r G appears in Table II.1 3 2 3 i j
 .  .3 One simple factor in G acts simultaneously diagonally on
 .  .V , V , V . In this case, each r G appears in Table II.1 2 3 i j
Section 3.6 shows that we cannot have more than one simple factor
 .acting diagonally on a pair V , V , so these are the only possibilities. Wei j
consider each situation below.
 .  .4.1. Case 1 . Here r G has two simple factors and appears in2
 .  .  .  .  .  .Table I. Thus r G s SL n m SL m or r G s SL n m Sp 2m . Since2 2
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 .  .  .  .r G and r G appear on Table II and SL n m Sp 2m does not12 23
 .diagonalize over Sp 2m to form any multiplicity free actions, we must
 .  .  .have r G s SL n m SL m . From Table II we see that when n G 3, we2
 .  . .  .could have r G s SL n * and when n s 2 we could have r G s1 1
 .  .  .  .  .SL 2 , SL p m SL 2 , or Sp 2p m SL 2 . The same holds for m and
 .  .  .r G . We can suppose that G s H = SL n = SL m = H , where H3 1 3 1
and H either are trivial or are simple groups acting on V and V .3 1 3
 .  .In all of these cases, an H = H -isotypic subspace of P V m1 3 1 1
 .  .   .  ..  4P V m P V contains an SL n = SL m -module of the form 1 m2 2 1 3 n
 .  4  ny14  .  4   .P V m 1 , 1 m P V m 1 when the action of SL n on V is2 2 m n 2 2 m 1
.  ny14  .  my 14   .twisted or 1 m P V m 1 when the actions of both SL nn 2 2 m
 . .  .  n m.  4on V and SL m on V are twisted . Since P V s P C m C s 21 2 2 2 2 n
 4  4  4m 2 q 1, 1 m 1, 1 , we decomposem n m
 4  4  4  4  4  41 m 2 m 2 q 1, 1 m 1, 1 m 1 .n n m n m m
 4  4  4  4  4  4  4  4s 1 m 2 m 2 m 1 q 1 m 1, 1 m 1, 1 m 1n n m m n n m m
 4  4  4  4s 3 q 2, 1 m 3 q 2, 1 .  .n n m m
 4  4  4  4q 2, 1 q 1, 1, 1 m 2, 1 q 1, 1, 1 . .  .n n m m
 4  4We see that 2, 1 m 2, 1 appears twice here. Similar reasoning appliesn m
 ny14  .to the cases where twisting is involved. One shows that 1 m P V mn 2 2
 4  ny14  4  ny14  .1 contains two copies of 2, 1 m 2, 1 and that 1 m P Vm n m n 2 2
 my 14  ny14  my 14m 1 contains two copies of 2, 1 m 2, 1 . We conclude thatm n m
 .no multiplicity free actions arise in Case 1 .
 .  .  .4.2. Case 2 . Here each r G has two simple factors and each r Gi i j
 .  .  .  .appears in Table II. We could only have r G s r G s r G s SL 21 2 3
 .  =. 3  .  .m SL 2 . Thus we examine the action of G s C = SL 2 = SL 2 =
 .  2 2 .  2 2 .  2 2 .SL 2 on V s C m C [ C m C [ C m C given by
 .  . z , z , z , g , g , g ? u m u , ¨ m ¨ , w m w s z g u m g u , z g1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
.  .¨ m g ¨ , z g w m g w . Here dim V s 12 and a Borel subgroup in G1 3 2 3 3 1 1 2
has dimension 9. Thus, there are no multiplicity free actions of this type.
 .  .  .4.3. Case 3 . Suppose that SL n acts diagonally on V , V , V . Since1 2 3
 .the groups r G appear on Table II, we must have one of the followingi j
 .actions modulo scalars :
 .  n.*. n nSL n acting on C [ C [ C
 .  n.*. n 2 n.SL n acting on C [ C [ L C
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 .  .  n.*. n  n m.SL n = SL m acting on C [ C [ C m C
 .  .  . 2  2 m.  2 p.SL 2 = SL m = SL p acting on C [ C m C [ C m C
SL 2 = SL m = SL p = SL q .  .  .  .
acting on C2 m C m [ C2 m C p [ C2 m C q . .  .  .
 .  .In addition, one can replace SL m by Sp 2m in the third case when
 .  .  .  .  .  .n s 2 and replace any of SL m , SL p , SL q by Sp 2m , Sp 2 p , Sp 2 q
in the last two cases.
 n. . n 2 n. w xIn all of these cases except for C * [ C [ L C , C V contains
 .  .  .  .within P V m P V m P V the GL n -submodule1 1 1 2 1 3
 4  4  4  4  4  41 m 1 m 1 s 2 q 1, 1 m 1 .
 4  4  4s 3 q 2 2, 1 q 1, 1, 1 .
 .which fails to be multiplicity free. When the SL n -action is twisted on one
factor one again has multiplicity:
 ny14  4  4  ny2 4  n4  41 m 1 m 1 s 2, 1 q 1 m 1 .
 ny2 4  ny34  ny14s 3, 1 q 2, 2, 1 q 2 2, 1 .
 n. . nThe remaining case also fails to be multiplicity free since dim C * [ C
2 n..  2 .  =. 3  .[ L C s n q 3n r2, whereas a Borel subgroup of C = SL n
 2 .has dimension n q n q 4 r2.
In view of Table II, the only candidate for a multiplicity free action with
 .  .  =. 3  . 2 n 2 nSp 2n acting diagonally on V , V , V is C = Sp 2n on C [ C1 2 3
2 n  .[ C . This is the restriction of the diagonal action by SL 2n and hence
fails to be multiplicity free. The only candidate for a multiplicity free
 .  .  =. 3action with SO n or Spin n acting diagonally is given by G s C =
 . 8 8 8Spin 8 acting on V s C [ C [ C via the direct sum of the natural
representation with the positive and negative spin representations. Here
 .dim V s 24 and a Borel subgroup in G has dimension 19.
5. THE ROLE OF SCALARS
As explained in Section 1, many of the semi-simple groups G listed in
Table I do not yield multiplicity free actions without introducing the
= w xscalars C . In most cases, this occurs because C V contains a non-con-
stant G-invariant polynomial. In this section, we will examine the role
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 =. 2played by the scalars C in connection with the indecomposable multi-
plicity free actions in Table II. We begin with a simple lemma:
 .  .LEMMA 4. Let G ; GL V = GL V be one of the groups in Table II1 2
and suppose that the actions of G on V and V both fail to be multiplicity1 2
free. Then the action of T = G on V s V [ V fails to be multiplicity free for1 2
 =. 2all proper subgroups T of C .
 =. 2Proof. Suppose that T is a subgroup of C for which the action of
T = G on V is multiplicity free. Let B be a Borel subgroup in G and
 .choose a point ¨ s ¨ , ¨ with T ? B¨ open in V. We have1 2
2= = =T ? B¨ ; C ? B¨ ; C ? B¨ = C ? B¨ . .  .  .1 2
Thus, C=? B¨ is open in V and since the action of G on V is notj j j
 .  .multiplicity free, we must have dim B¨ s dim V y 1. Hence,j j
dim V s dim T ? B¨ .  .
F dim B¨ q dim B¨ q dim T ? ¨ .  .  .1 2
s dim V q dim V y 2 q dim T ? ¨ , .  .  .1 2
 .  .so that dim T G dim T ? ¨ G 2.
 .  .Now suppose that G ; GL V s GL V [ V is one of the semi-simple1 2
 =. 2groups in Table II. We know that the joint action of C = G on V is
multiplicity free. What happens when we drop a part of the scalar action?
Consider the joint action of C== G on V s V [ V given by1 2
z , g ? ¨ , ¨ [ g z a¨ , z b¨ , 5.1 .  .  . .1 2 1 2
 .  .where a and b are two fixed integers. Note that P V m P V andk 1 l 2
 .  . = w xP V m P V belong to a common C -isotypic component in C V ifk 9 1 l9 2
and only if ak q bl s ak9 q bl9. For some of the groups G in Table II, the
 .  .action 5.1 is multiplicity free provided a, b satisfy certain conditions.
Note that when a s b s 0, one can remove the scalars entirely. We will
 .discuss the actions 5.1 for each group in Table II and determine which
are multiplicity free. Our analysis in each case will be quite brief, leaving
details for the reader to verify. The results are summarized below in the
statements of Theorems 5 and 6.
 .  .  .5.1. SL n [ SL n n G 2 . As shown in Section 3.1.1, the repre-SLn.
 .  .  .  4sentations of SL n that occur in P V m P V are k q l y j, j fork 1 l 2
 .  4 j s 0, . . . , min k, l . First, suppose that n G 3. If k q l y j, j s k9 q l9
4  .y j9, j9 then we must have k q l s k9 q l9. It follows that action 5.1 is
 .multiplicity free whenever a / b. When a s b, action 5.1 fails to be
 .  .  .multiplicity free since P V s P V [ P V contains two copies of1 1 1 1 2
 41 .
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 4  4  .When n s 2, k q l y j, j ( k q l y 2 j as a representation of SL 2
 .  .and action 5.1 fails to be multiplicity free for all values of a, b . Suppose
 < < < <.  4that a - b and define c [ 2 max a , b . One checks that 2c y 2 a
 .  .  .  .occurs in both P V m P V and P V m P V . Sincecq2 b 1 c 2 c 1 cq2 a 2
 .  .  .  . =P V m P V and P V m P V belong to a common C -iso-cq2 b 1 c 2 c 1 cq2 a 2
typic, this shows that the action is not multiplicity free when n s 2.
 .  .  .  .5.2. SL n * [ SL n n G 3 . The representations of SL n thatSLn.
 .  .   .ny24occur in P V m P V are k q l y 2 j, l y j for j sk 1 l 2
 .   .ny24   .ny240, . . . , min k, l . If k q l y 2 j, l y j s k9 q l9 y 2 j9, l9 y j9
 .then we must have k y l s k9 y l9 and we see that action 5.1 is multi-
plicity free when a / yb. On the other hand, the action fails to be
 4  .  .multiplicity free when a s yb since 0 occurs in both P V m P V1 1 1 2
 .  .and P V m P V .0 1 0 2
 . 2  ..  .5.3. SL n [ L SL n n G 4 . First, suppose that n is even;SLn.
n s 2m say. As explained in Section 3.1.4, the representations that appear
 .  .in P V m P V have the formk 1 l 2
 4l q m , l , l q m , l , . . . , l q m , l , 5.2 .1 1 1 2 2 2 m m m
 .where k s m q ??? qm and l s l q ??? ql . For 5.2 to agree with1 m 1 m
 X X X X X X X X X 4  .l q m , l , l q m , l , . . . , l q m , l as an SL n -module, we must1 1 1 2 2 2 m m m
have l q m y l s lX q mX y lX and l y l s lX y lX . Hencej j m j j m j m j m
m s mX for j s 1, . . . , m and it follows that k s k9. If b / 0 andj j
 .ak q bl s ak9 qb l9 then l s l9 also follows and action 5.1 is multiplicity
 .  .free since P V m P V has a multiplicity free decomposition. More-k 1 l 2
over, Lemma 4 shows that the condition b / 0 is necessary in order for the
action to be multiplicity free when n is even.
Next, suppose that n is odd; n s 2m q 1 say. The representations that
 .  .appear in P V m P V have the formk 1 l 2
 4l q m , l , . . . , l q m , l , m , 5.3 .1 1 1 m m m mq1
 .where k s m q ??? qm and l s l q ??? ql . For 5.3 to agree with1 m 1 m
 X X X X X X X 4  .l q m , l , . . . , l q m , l , m as an SL n -module, we must have1 1 1 m m m mq1
X X  X .m s m and l s l q m y m for j s 1, . . . , m. It follows thatj j j j mq1 mq1
 .either m s m9 or a s ymb. Hence if a / ymb, action 5.1 is multiplicity
 4  .  .  .  .free. Since 0 occurs in both P V m P V and P V m P V , we1 1 m 2 0 1 0 2
do not have a multiplicity free action when a s ymb.
 . 2  ..  .5.4. SL n * [ L SL n n G 4 . When n s 2m, Lemma 4 showsSLn.
 .that we need b / 0 in order for action 5.1 to be multiplicity free. The
 .  .representations that appear in P V m P V have the formk 1 l 2
 4k q l , k q l y m , . . . , k q l , k q l y m , k q l , l q m ,1 1 1 my1 my1 my1 m m 0
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where m s m q ??? qm and l s l q ??? ql . For this to agree with0 1 m 1 m
 X X X X X X X 4  .k9 q l , k9 q l y m , . . . , k9 q l , k9 q l , l q m as an SL n -1 1 1 my1 m m 0
module, we must have k y m s k9 y mX and m s mX for j s 1, . . . , m y0 0 j j
1. It follows that m s mX and hence k s k9. If b / 0 then ak q bl s ak90 0
 .q bl9 implies l s l9 and we conclude that action 5.1 is multiplicity free.
 .  .When n s 2m q 1, P V m P V contains representations of thek 1 l 2
form
 4k q l , k q l y m , k q l , k q l y m , . . . , k q l , k q l y m , m ,1 1 1 2 2 2 m m m 0
5.4 .
where m s m q ??? qm and l s l q ??? ql . As above, one argues0 1 my1 1 m
 .  X X X X X Xthat for 5.4 to coincide with k9ql , k9ql ym , k9ql , k9ql ym ,1 1 1 2 2 2
X X X X 4  .. . . ,k9 q l , k9 q l y m , m as an SL n -module, one must havem m m 0
m smX , . . . , m smX and hence m smX . We also obtain kql sk9qlX1 1 m m 0 0 j j
so that l y lX s k y k9, independent of j. If, in addition, ak q bl s ak9j j
q bl9, then either k s k9 and l s l9 or a s mb. It follows that action
 .  2 m4  .5.1 is multiplicity free when a / mb. Since 1 occurs in both P V1 1
 .  .  .m P V and P V m P V , we must have a / mb in order for the0 2 0 1 m 2
action to be multiplicity free.
 .   .  ..  .5.5. SL n [ SL n mSL m n, mG2 . First, suppose that n-m.SLn.
 .  .As shown in Section 3.1.2, P V m P V decomposes into irreduciblek 1 l 2
 4submodules of the form l q m , l q m , . . . , l q m m1 1 2 2 n n n
 4 < <l , . . . , l , 0, . . . , 0 , where m q ??? qm s k and l s l. Since m ) n,1 n m 1 n
 .  4the SL m -representations l , . . . , l , 0, . . . , 0 are distinct for distinct1 n m
 .  .  .l , . . . , l . As l , . . . , l determines l, it follows that action 5.1 is1 n 1 n
multiplicity free whenever a / 0. When a s 0, the action fails to be
 .  .  .multiplicity free since both P V m P V and P V m0 1 nny1.r2 2 n 1
 .  4 P V contain n y1, n y 2, . . . , 1, 0 m n y1, n y 2,n  ny 1 .r 2 2 n
4. . . ,1, 0, . . . , 0 .m
Next, suppose that n s m. Now the action fails to be multiplicity free
 .for all a, b . By Lemma 4, it suffices to consider b / 0 and by using the
y1 =  < <automorphism z ¬ z on C , we can assume that b ) 0. Let l [ a q
 . < <  . < < < <.  .n y 1 b, a q n y 2 b, . . . , a q b, a and l9 [ l q a, . . . , l q a , so1 n
 4  4  .that l s l9 as representations of SL n . One checks that bothn n
 .  .  .  .  4  4P V m P V and P V m P V contain l m l and thatnb 1 < l < 2 0 1 < l9 < 2 n n
 . < < < <a nb q b l s b l9 .
 .When n s m q 1, the action given by 5.1 again fails to be multiplicity
 . < < < <free in all cases. Here let c [ na, d [ a q mb, D [ n q 1 a q m b
< < < <   . .and choose D9 G D q d q c . Let l [ mD9, m y 1 D9, . . . , D9, 0 and
  . .  .  .l9 [ mD9 q c, m y 1 D9 q c, . . . , D9 q c, 0 . P V m P VnDqd.yc 1 < l < 2
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  . 4  4  4contains n D q d y c m mD9, . . . , D9, 0 m mD9, . . . , D9 , whichn n m
  .  ..contains the SL n = SL m -representation
mD9 q D q d , m y 1 D9 q D q d , . . . , D9 q D q d , D q d y c 4 . n
 4m mD9, . . . , D9 m
 4  4s mD9 q c, . . . , D9 q c, 0 m mD9 q c, . . . , D9 q cn m
 4  4s l9 m l9 .n m
 .  .  4  4Similarly, P V m P V contains mD m mD9 q c, . . . , D9 q c, 0n D 1 < l9 < 2 n n
 4  4  4m l9 , which contains mD9 q c q D, . . . , D9 q c q D, D m l9 sm n m
 4  4   . . < < < <l9 m l9 . As a n D q d y c q b l s anD q b l9 , this shows thatn m
 .action 5.1 is not multiplicity free.
 .  .Finally, suppose that n G m q 2. In this case, P V m P V containsk 1 l 2
irreducible submodules of the form
 4  4l q m , l q m , . . . , l q m , m , 0, . . . , 0 m l , . . . , l 5.5 .1 1 1 2 m m mq1 1 mn m
< <  .  X X Xwith k s m q ??? qm and l s l . For 5.5 to agree with l q m , l1 mq1 1 1 1
X X X X 4  X X 4   .q m , . . . , l q m , m , 0, . . . , 0 m l , . . . , l as an SL n =2 m m mq1 n 1 m m
 ..  . SL m -module, one needs l9 s l q j, . . . , l q j for some j and l q1 m 1
.  X X X X X .m , . . . , l q m , m s l q m , . . . , l q m , m . From this one1 m m mq1 1 1 m m mq1
argues that k9 s k y mj and l9 s l q mj. Thus we have ak q bl / ak9 q
 .bl9 unless a s b. We conclude that action 5.1 is multiplicity free when
 .  .  .a / b. On the other hand, P V m P V and P V m0 2 mmq1.r2 2 m 2
 .  4  4P V both contain m, m y 1, . . . , 1 m m y 1, . . . , 1 . Thus,mmy1.r2 2 n m
 .action 5.1 fails to be multiplicity free when a s b.
 .   .  ..  .5.6. SL n * [ SL n m SL m n ) 3, m G 2 . As for the previ-SLn.
ous case, one must distinguish between the situations where n ) m,
n s m, n s m q 1, and n G m q 2. The reasoning for n - m and n s m
parallels that in Section 5.5. When n - m, one has a multiplicity free
 .action if and only if a / 0. When n s m, action 5.1 fails to be multiplic-
 .ity free for all a, b .
2 < <Next, suppose that n s m q 1 and let c [ na, d [ a q m b, D [ 2 a
< < < < < <  qm b and choose D9 G 2 nD q d q c . Let l [ mD9, m y
. .   . .1 D9, . . . , D9, 0 and l9 [ mD9 q c, m y 1 D9 q c, . . . , D9 q c, 0 . Note
 .  4  4that as representations of SL m , l s l9 . One checks thatm m
 .  .  .ny14  4  4P V m P V contains nD q nmb n m l m l , whichn Dqnm b 1 < l < 2 n m
  .  ..   .contains the SL n = SL m -representation mD9 q n y1 D q d,
 .  . 4  4  4. . . , D9q ny1 Dqd, ny1 Dqdyc m l s mD9qc, D9qc, 0 mn m n
 4  4  4  .ny14  4l s l9 m l9 . Moreover, P m P contains nD m l9m n m n D < l9 < n n
 4   .m l9 , w h ich con ta in s m D 9 q c q n y 1 D , . . . ,m
 .  . 4  4  4  4 D9 q c q n y 1 D, n y 1 D m l9 s l9 m l9 . Since a nD qn m n m
. < <  . < <  .nmb q b l s a nD q b l9 , this shows that action 5.1 is not multiplicity
free when n s m q 1.
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 .  .When n G m q 2, P V m P V contains irreducible submodules ofk 1 l 2
the form
 4  4k q m , . . . , k q m , k , . . . , k , m m l , . . . , l , 5.6 .1 m n 1 nn m
< <where l s l s m q ??? qm q m and m F l for j s 1, . . . , m. For1 m n j j
 .  X X X 4  X X 45.6 to agree with k9 q m , . . . , k9 q m , k9, . . . , k9, m m l , . . . , l1 m n n 1 n m
  .  .. X Xas an SL n m SL m -module we need k q m y m s k9 q m y m1 n 1 n
and k y m s k9 y mX , so that m s mX . Similarly, m s mX must hold forn n 1 1 j j
 .  Xj s 1, . . . , m and hence l y k s m q ??? qm q m y k s m1 m n 1
X . X  .q ??? qm q m y k9 s l9 y k9. Hence, the action given by 5.1 will bem n
multiplicity free provided a / yb. When a s yb, the action fails to be
 .  .multiplicity free. To see this, one checks that P V m P V andm 1 mmq1.r2 2
 .  .   .  .. P V mP V both contain the SL n =SL m -module my1,0 1 mmy1.r2 2
4  4  . . . . ,1, 0, . . . , 0 m m y 1, . . . , 1, 0 . Here note that n y 1 m s m m yn m
.  .  ny14  41 q n y m m and that m m m, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0 contains then n
 .   .  .  .SL n -module m q m y1 , m y 1 q m y1 , . . . , 1 q m y1 ,
4  4m, m, . . . , m s m y 1, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0 .n n
 .   .  ..  .5.7. SL 2 [ SL 2 m Sp 2n n G 2 . Suppose that a G 0 andSL2.
 .  .  .  .b G 0. We check that both P V m P V and P V m P V2 b 1 b 2 0 1 bq2 a 2
 4  :   .  ..contain the representation b m b of SL 2 = Sp 2n . Indeed, from
 .  .  4  4  :Section 3.1.5 we see that P V m P V contains 2b m b m b ,2 b 1 b 2
 4  :  4  :  .  .which contains 2b, b m b s b m b . P V m P V contains0 1 bq2 a 2
 4  4  :  4  :  4  :0 m b q a, a m b s b q a, a m b s b m b . When a G 0 and
 .  .  .  .b - 0, one checks that P V m P V and P V m P V2 < b < 1 < b < 2 4 < b < 1 < b <q2 a 2
 < <4  < <:  .both contain 3 b m b . Thus action 5.1 is not multiplicity free for any
 .a, b .
  .  ..   .  ..  .5.8. SL n m SL 2 [ SL 2 m SL m n, m G 2 . SectionSL2.
 .  .   .  .3.1.12 shows that P V m P V decomposes as an SL n = SL 2 =k 1 l 2
 ..SL m -module via
P V m P V .  .k 1 l 2
min l yl ,1 2
.m ym1 2 < < 4l , l m l y l y m q m q 2 j 41 2 1 2 1 2n 2s    4m m , m .1 2 m< < js0l sk
< <m sl
 4If both n and m are greater than 2 then the representations l , l and1 2 n
 4m , m determine l , l , m , m and hence k and l. Thus we have a1 2 m 1 2 1 2
 .multiplicity free action for all values a, b . In particular, this holds when
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 .  .a s 0 s b so that the action of the semi-simple group SL n = SL 2 =
 .  n 2 .  2 m. SL m on C m C [ C m C is multiplicity free. It will transpire
that this is the only group from Table II that yields a multiplicity free
.action when the scalars are removed entirely. If n s 2 but m ) 2 then
 .one sees that action 5.1 is multiplicity free if and only if a / 0. When
 .n s 2 s m, Lemma 4 shows that action 5.1 is not multiplicity free for any
 .a, b .
  .  ..   .  ..  .5.9. SL n mSL 2 [ SL 2 mSp 2m n, mG2 . When ns2,SL2.
 =. 2Lemma 4 shows that a full C -action is required in order to have a
 .multiplicity free action. When n ) 2, however, action 5.1 will be multi-
 .plicity free if and only if b / 0. Indeed, Section 3.1.13 shows that P Vk 1
 .  4  4m P V decomposes into submodules of the form l , l m l , l ml 2 1 2 n 1 2 2
 4  : < <a q j, a q j m a , a , where l s k and a q a q 2 j s l. As1 2 2 1 2 1 2
 4  .n ) 2, the representations l , l are distinct for distinct l , l . Thus,1 2 n 1 2
 .the SL n -action determines k s l q l and we conclude that action1 2
 .5.1 is multiplicity free whenever b / 0. On the other hand, if b s 0 then
the action is not multiplicity free by Lemma 4.
  .  ..   .  ..  .5.10. Sp 2n m SL 2 [ SL 2 m Sp 2m n, m G 2 . HereSL2.
 =. 2  .Lemma 4 shows that we need a full C -action. The action given by 5.1
 .will fail to be multiplicity free for all values of a, b .
 .  .  .5.11. Sp 2n [ Sp 2n n G 2 . From Section 3.2.1 we see thatSp2n.
 :  .  .  .the representations k q l y 2m of Sp 2n occur in P V m P V fork 1 l 2
 .  < < < <.m s 0, . . . , min k, l . Suppose that a F b and let k [ 2 max a , b . Since
 .  .  .  :k q k y 2 ? 0 s 2k s k q 2b q k y 2 a y 2 b y a , one has that 2k
 .  .  .  .occurs in both P V m P V and P V m P V . As ak q bkk 1 k 2 kq2 b 1 ky2 a 2
 .  .  .s a k q 2b q b k y 2 a , these Sp 2n -modules also belong to a com-
 =.  .mon C -isotypic. Thus action 5.1 fails to be multiplicity free for all
 .values of a, b .
 .  .  .5.12. Spin 8 [ SO 8 . By Lemma 4, action 5.1 fails to be mul-Spin8.
 .tiplicity free for all a, b .
This completes our discussion concerning the role played by scalars in
connection with the indecomposable actions in Table II. Only one of the
actions in Table II is multiplicity free without introducing a scalar action.
  .  ..   .  ..This is SL n m SL 2 [ SL 2 m SL m when n and m are bothSL2.
greater than 2. We list this together with the irreducible semi-simple
 w x.multiplicity free actions from 8 below in Theorem 5. This result pro-
vides a complete classification for multiplicity free actions of semi-simple
 .groups. If r, V is a multiplicity free action of a semi-simple group G
 .then r G is a direct product of the groups listed in Theorem 5.
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 .THEOREM 5. If r, V is an indecomposable multiplicity free action of a
 .connected complex semi-simple algebraic group G then r G is one of the
following groups:
SL n n G 2 , Sp 2n n G 2 , L2 SL 2m q 1 m G 2 , .  .  .  .  .  . .
SL n m SL m n , m G 2, n / m , SL n m Sp 4 n G 5 , .  .  .  .  .  .
SL n m SL 2 [ SL 2 m SL m n , m G 3 . .  .  .  .  . .  .SL2.
  .  ..   .  ..In addition to the case SL n m SL 2 [ SL 2 m SL m , manySL2.
of the groups G in Table II yield multiplicity free actions when supple-
mented by an appropriate one dimensional total action. These are listed in
Table III.
THEOREM 6. Let G be one of the groups in Table II and consider the joint
= =  .action of C = G on V s V [ V , where C acts on V ¨ia z ? ¨ , ¨ s1 2 1 2
 a b .z ¨ , z ¨ for some a, b g Z. These actions are multiplicity free in the cases1 2
listed in Table 3.
For the remaining groups in Table II, the action of T = G on V fails to
 =. 2be multiplicity free for all proper subgroups T of C . These cases are
listed in Table IV.
6. THE STRUCTURE OF MULTIPLICITY FREE ACTIONS
Let G be a connected complex algebraic reducti¨ e group acting on V via
some regular representation r. The commutator subgroup G9 of G is
semi-simple and, by lifting to a finite covering if necessary, we can suppose
TABLE III
  .  ..  .  ..SL n m SL 2 [ SL 2 m SL m n, m G 3SL2.
 .  .SL n [ SL n n G 3, a / bSLn.
 .  .SL n * [ SL n n G 3, a / ybSLn.
2 .   ..SL 2m [ L SL 2m m G 2, b / 0SL2m.
2 .   ..SL 2m H 1 [ L SL 2m q 1 m G 2, a / ymbSL2mq1.
2 .   ..SL 2m * [ L SL 2m m G 2, b / 0SL2m.
2 .   ..SL 2m q 1 * [ L SL 2m q 1 m G 2, a / mbSL2mq1.
 .   .  ..SL n [ SL n m SL m 2 F n - m, a / 0SLn.
 .   .  ..SL n [ SL n m SL m m G 2, n G m q 2, a / bSLn.
 .   .  ..SL n * [ SL n m SL m 2 F n - m, a / 0SLn.
 .   .  ..SL n * [ SL n m SL m m G 2, n G m q 2, a / ybSLn.
  .  ..   .  ..SL 2 m SL 2 [ SL 2 m SL m m G 3, a / 0SL2.
  .  ..   .  ..SL n m SL 2 [ SL 2 m Sp 2m n G 3, m G 2, b / 0SL2.
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TABLE IV
 .  .SL 2 [ SL 2SL2.
 . .   .  ..SL n * [ SL n m SL n n G 2SLn.
 . .   .  ..SL n q 1 * [ SL n q 1 m SL n n G 2SLnq1.
 .   .  ..SL 2 [ SL 2 m Sp 2n n G 2SL2.
  .  ..   .  ..SL 2 m SL 2 [ SL 2 m SL 2SL2.
  .  ..   .  ..Sp 2n m SL 2 [ SL 2 m Sp 2m n, m G 2SL2.
 .  .Sp 2n [ Sp 2n n G 2Sp2n.
 .  .Spin 8 [ SO 8Spin8.
that G s T = G9, where T is some algebraic torus. Write V as a direct
sum
V s W [ W [ ??? [ W1 2 r
 .of r G -invariant subspaces W which are indecomposable under thej
 .action of G9. Letting r denote the action of G on W , we have r G9 sj j
X X X X  .G = G = ??? = G acting on V via the product action, where G s r G9 .1 2 r j j
We will prove the following theorem.
 .THEOREM 7. r, V is a multiplicity free action if and only if T contains a
direct product of the form T = T = ??? = T , where each T is a torus of1 2 r j
dimension at most 2 and the action of T = GX on W is multiplicity free forj j j
j s 1, . . . , r.
We remark that some of the factors T in Theorem 7 can be trivial:j
 4T s 1 . Also, T = ??? = T need not act on W [ ??? [ W via a productj 1 r 1 r
action. That is, the T 's can act diagonally on the indecomposable G9-com-j
ponents W . Example 6.1 below illustrates this. The proof of Theorem 7j
will show that one can choose the T 's to be minimal, in the sense that thej
action of A = GX on W fails to be multiplicity free for all properj j
subgroups A of T .j
This result completes our classification of multiplicity free actions be-
cause we have exhibited all of the possibilities for the GX 's and for thej
 .actions of the T 's on the W 's. More precisely, if r, V is multiplicity freej j
then for each j s 1, . . . , r, we must have either:
 . X1 W is G irreducible andj j
 .  4 X  .  .  .  .a T s 1 and G is one of SL n n G 2 , Sp 2n n G 2 ,j j
2  ..  .  .  .  .  .L SL 2m q 1 m G 2 , SL n m SL m n, m G 2, n / m , SL n m
 .  .Sp 4 n G 5 or
 .  . = Xb r T s C and G appears in Table I.j j j
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 . X2 W is a sum of two G -irreducible subspaces andj j
 .  4 X   .  ..   .  ..a T s 1 and G s SL n m SL 2 [ SL 2 m SL m withj j SL2.
n, m G 3, or
 . X  . =b G appears together with r T ( C in Table III, orj j j
 .  .  =. 2 Xc r T s C and G appears in Table II.j j j
Proof of Theorem 7. The condition on T in Theorem 7 is clearly
sufficient for the action of G on V to be multiplicity free. It remains to
prove the necessity of the condition. Thus, suppose that the action of
T = G9 on V is multiplicity free. We begin by examining the action of each
GX on W in turn.j j
X  4When the action of G on W is multiplicity free, we can take T s 11 1 1
and proceed by considering the joint action of T and GX = ??? = GX on2 r
W [ ??? [ W .2 r
Next, suppose that W is GX -irreducible but that the action of GX on W1 1 1 1
= Ä .is not multiplicity free. In this case, r T s C . Let T denote the identity1
Ä < .component in Ker r and choose a subgroup T of T with T s T = T.T1 1 1
We have T ( C= and the action of T = GX on W is multiplicity free.1 1 1 1
Ä ÄWrite V s W [ W, where W s W [ ??? [ W , and choose Borel sub-1 2 r
X Ä X X X  .groups B and B9 in G and G = ??? = G . Let ¨ s w , w be a point inÄ1 1 2 r 1
X Ä X .  .  .the open T = B = B -orbit in V. Since dim B w s dim W y 1, we1 1 1 1
see that
Ä X Ädim W q dim W s dim T = B = B w , w .  .  .Ä . /1 1 1
X Ä ÄF dim T = B w q dim T = B w .  . . Ä /1 1 1
Ä ÄF dim W y 1 q 1 q dim T = B w . .  . Ä /1
Ä Ä Ä Ä X . .  .We conclude that dim T = B w s dim W . Hence the action of T = GÄ 2
= ??? = GX on W [ ??? [ W is multiplicity free. We proceed inductivelyr 2 r
to study this action.
We employ the same procedure when W is the sum of two GX -irreduci-1 1
ble subspaces and the action of A = GX on W fails to be multiplicity free1 1
 =. 2  =. 2for all proper subgroups A of C . In this case, T ( C and1
 X .  .dim B w s dim W y 2. The above reasoning shows that the action of1 1 1
ÄT on W [ ??? [ W is multiplicity free.2 r
To complete the proof, it now suffices to consider the situation where
each W is the sum, W s X [ Y , of two GX-irreducible subspaces suchj j j j j
that:
v
XThe action of G on W is not multiplicity free, butj j
v
X =One can supplement the G action by some action of C on W inj j
order to obtain a multiplicity free action.
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The possibilities for GX together with the allowable actions of C= appearj
in Table III.
 .  =.mLet m [ dim T and identify T with C so that points in T can be
 . =written as z , z , . . . , z , where z g C . T acts on W s X [ Y via1 2 m j j j j
z , . . . , z ? x , y s z bj1 z bj2 ??? z bjm x , z cj1 z cj2 ??? z cjm y .  .  .1 m 1 2 m 1 2 m
 .for x, y g W and some integers b , b , . . . , b , c , c , . . . , c . Writej j1 j2 jm j1 j2 jm
 j.  .  j.  .b [ b , b , . . . , b and c [ c , c , . . . , c . Since the action ofj1 j2 jm j1 j2 jm
T = GX on W is multiplicity free but the action of GX on W fails to bej j j j
multiplicity free, we must have that b j. / 0 g Zm or c j. / 0 g Zm.
 . m  a1 a2 am. < =4For a / 0 g Z , T [ z , z , . . . , z z g C is a one dimen-a
sional sub-torus in T. Since the action of T = GX on W is multiplicity free,j j
the action of T = GX on W is multiplicity free for some values a g Zm.a j j
T ( C= acts on W viaa j
z ? x , y s z a?b j.x , z a?c  j.y . .  .
m 2  .   j.  j..Let z : R ª R be the linear map z a [ a ? b , a ? c . Table IIIj j
shows that for a g Zm, the action of T = GX on W is multiplicity freea j j
 . 2provided z a does not lie in a certain line L ; R , depending on thej j
X  . y1 .group G . As z a f L for some a, we conclude that z L is aj j j j j
m  m y1 ..  m y1 ..hyperplane in R . U [ R y z L l ??? l R y z L is the1 1 r r
complement of a finite union of hyperplanes in R m. This contains open
balls of arbitrarily large diameters, and hence we can find values
1. 2. m. m  1. 2. m.4 ma , a , . . . , a g Z l U for which a , a , . . . , a is a basis for R .
Thus,
T s T 1. = T 2. = ??? = T m .a a a
and, by construction, the action of T  i. = GX on W is multiplicity free fora j j
each i s 1, . . . , m and j s 1, . . . , r.
An argument similar to that used in the proof of Lemma 4 shows that
m G r. Thus T 1. = T 2. = ??? = T  r . is a sub-torus of T with the desireda a a
X
1.property that the action of T = G on W is multiplicity free.a j j
In examples, one can often choose suitable factors T , as in the state-j
ment of Theorem 7, in many different ways. However, it may not be
possible to ensure that T = ??? = T acts on V s W [ ??? [ W via a1 r 1 r
product action. A factor T can act diagonally on components W inj i
addition to W . Thus, although the subspaces W are indecomposablej j
components for the action of G9, the indecomposable components for the
action of G s T = G9 may be larger. Indeed, if several of the G 's appearj
in Table III, then the construction used in the proof of Theorem 7
guarantees that the associated T 's will act diagonally on all such compo-j
nents.
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 .  .EXAMPLE 6.1. As an example, consider G9 s SL n = SL n for n G 2
 n n.  n n.acting on V s W [ W s C [ C [ C [ C via1 2
g , h ? x , y , x , y s gx , gy , hx , hy .  .  .1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
for g , h g SL n and x , y g C n . . j j
X  .  . X  =. 3Here G s SL n [ SL n s G appear in Table II. Let T s C1 SLn. 2
act on V via
z , z , z ? x , y , x , y .  .1 2 3 1 1 2 2
s z z x , z 2 z y , z z x , z z 2 y for z g C=. .1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 j
The joint action of T = G9 on V is multiplicity free. Indeed, if we let
=  4  4  4 =  4T s C = 1 = 1 and T s 1 = C = 1 then we see that the actions1 2
of T = GX appear in Table III. Here, however, one cannot find sub-tori Tj j j
as in Theorem 7 that act independently on W and W .1 2
Finally, we remark that the reasoning used in the proof of Theorem 7
would not yield the above choice for T and T . Following the proof, one1 2
could instead write, for example, T s T = T = T , where T s1 2 3 1
 . < =4  y1 . < =4  y1 . <z, z, z z g C , T s z, z , z z g C , and T s z, z, z z g2 3
=4C . Now each T acts on both W and W to yield multiplicity free actionsj 1 2
of T = GX on W and T = GX on W .j 1 1 j 2 2
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